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1. Special generic map
$c^{t}\infty$ $’\supset$
$\mathfrak{c}^{\gamma},\cdot\infty$ special generic
tllap $M$ clost4 $\prime n.-\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}i\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{i}}$
$g$ : $Marrow \mathrm{R}$ $I^{j}\in M$ $g$
$g$ $d.q_{\mathrm{p}}$ : $T\Lambda p/farrow T_{g\langle p)}\mathrm{R}$ $p\in M$
$.q$ $P\in M$
$(, \frac{\dot{(})^{1}\sim\eta}{i\mathrm{J}::d_{j}}.,.)\downarrow\underline{<_{\backslash }}\mathrm{i}.,<’-\cdot n$ (
) $g$ : $Marrow \mathrm{R}$ $g$
\yen --
$f$ : $\dot{\mathrm{A}}1l/Iarrow \mathrm{R}$ $f$ $p\in h,I$
$(.;_{1,l}\ldots, .r_{?}.)$






$f$ : $\wedge j1I-arrow \mathrm{R}$ $f$ 2
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$f$ : $Marrow \mathrm{R}^{\mathcal{P}}(\mathit{7}?, \geq p)$
$.I^{\cdot}\in f\lambda,I$ $f$ $f$ $df_{x}$ : $T_{x^{\mathit{1}}}\eta,\prime Iarrow\tau_{\int(_{d}}..\rangle$ $\mathrm{R}^{\rho}$
$\mathrm{t},$ $f$ $.\tau\in\perp 4’I$ $x$
( ..., $x_{\tau}$ )$t.,$ $f(x\cdot)\in \mathrm{R}^{p}$ $(’.l/\lfloor, \ldots, J\iota_{p})$
$.1]i^{\circ}f$
.
$=.l\cdot i$ $(1 \underline{<_{\backslash }}i\leq p-1),$ $’ y_{\nu^{\mathrm{O}}\iota+p}f$
.
$=-x^{arrow y}. \cdot-\cdots-.\cdot r\frac{\prime}{p}\lambda-\iota+X+\lambda\ldots+X’+2^{\cdot}\frac{.7}{n}$
$.r\in Ajl/I$ $f$ (fold singularity)
$I^{J=}1$ $\lambda(0$
$\leq\lambda\leq n-p+1)$ $x$ $\lambda$
$\lambda$ $(7\iota-p+1.)-\lambda$
$,\backslash$ $0$ ( $n-p+1$ ) $x\in M$
(definite fold singularity) $f$ : $Marrow \mathrm{R}^{p}$
$f$ special generic map
$p=1$ Theorem 1.1
‘ Theorelll 1.1 $?$ ”
$(n.p)=(3.\mathit{2})$ Burlet- dc Rham ([4]), $(4,2)$ $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}+$
Fllruya ([14]) (Theorem 1.1) $M$
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}^{\backslash }.\mathrm{C}^{\cdot}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ generic map
$f$ special $\backslash \mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{I}}\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ map $P$
$P$ –






special generic ntap global topology
Stein torization
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$f$ $:-,\prime \mathrm{V}Iarrow \mathrm{R}^{\rho}$ $\mathrm{i}\backslash l$ $n>p$
2 .’l, $.r’\in-\cdot\prime lI$ $(\mathrm{i}),(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ $.\iota\cdot\sim J’$.
(i) $f(.\cdot r_{-})=f.(.\iota:’)$ $(=.\iota/)$
(ii) $r.x’\}$ $J^{-1}(y)$
$W_{\mathrm{f}}.=\underline{\prime}l\prime I/\sim$ $q_{f}$ ; $\mathit{1}\iota/Iarrow W_{f}$
$\mathcal{W}_{f}^{-}$ ($jf$ : $\mathrm{A}’Iarrow W_{f}$ $f$ Stein factorization
$([4].[14],[15],[16],[1’\neg],[18],[19])$ $f$ special generic map
( )
Lemma 2 $1.([4],[14]:[1\overline{l}],[10])$
$f$ : $-.lIarrow \mathrm{R}^{i)}$ special generic map
(1) $f$ $S(f)$ $-\prime l’I$ $p-1$
(2.) f|S ) :S )\rightarrow Rl)
(.3) $\iota\nu_{f}’$ $p$
(4) $\partial \mathrm{M}_{\int}^{-}$ $f$ S )
$(.\overline{\supset})/_{\mathit{1}\int}$ $(\mathrm{r}_{\mathit{1}J})$ : $7$ $1(M)arrow\pi(\nu V_{J}^{\vee}\cdot)$
$\mathrm{S}‘;\iota$) $\epsilon\backslash (\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ generic $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\dot{‘}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{p}$
([1.5])
Theorem $2.2.([15],[16])$
$f$ : $\wedge’ \mathrm{t}/larrow \mathrm{R}^{p}$ $(r|, >p)$ , special generic rnap
$(_{\backslash }1)$ P–manifold $W^{\mathit{7}},$ $\mathcal{W}^{\mathit{7}}$ $S^{\tau\iota}-\nu$ $E_{1}$
$\partial\nu\nu-$ $D^{n-p}$ $B^{\urcorner}’\underline{\cdot)}$ $\partial\nu\nu^{r}$ $E_{1}$ $\partial E_{1}^{\prec}$ $E_{2}’=$ $s^{n}-’$:
$\partial F_{-}.\underline{\cdot)}$
(2) ($?w^{!}’$ $f\iota$ : $\partial E_{1}arrow\partial E_{arrow}.$) $h$,
$E \mathrm{l}\bigcup_{h}$ E$ $\underline{\cdot)}$ $\perp\prime l’/I$




( ) – 4 $([15])_{\text{ }}S^{\underline{)}}\cross S^{2},$ $\mathrm{C}P^{2}\#^{\mathrm{c}}\overline{P^{2}}$
$p=2$ $([1_{:}3])$ 4 $P=3$
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([15])




$Let\perp lI$ be a $\mathrm{c}\cdot l_{C}..\mathrm{b}cc\iota$ connected $n$ -climensional $m$anifold with free ffinctamental
group. $\mathrm{T}\prime V‘\cdot‘ \mathrm{t}_{)\iota}p\mathrm{P}^{(\mathrm{x}3}’ C$ that $n=4$ or 5. Thpn $M$ adrnits a $,\backslash ’ pt^{1}C^{\cdot}i\mathrm{a}l$ generic IIlap into
$\mathrm{R}^{t}\backslash$ if $\dot{c}\iota \mathrm{r}\mathit{1}\mathrm{C}l\mathrm{c}’ \mathrm{n}l..v$ if.V is (fiffpom$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{P}^{Li_{C^{\cdot}}}}$ to
$(\mathrm{j}^{r--}.S^{1}\cross s^{n-1})_{d}^{d}.\cdot(\mathrm{J}^{\overline{\mathrm{c}}}s\mathrm{t}\sim\cross sn-1)\#(\#^{\backslash }.S^{2}.\cross S\tau l-\cdot-’)\#(\# S\delta.2S^{7\iota}\tilde{\cross}-^{\underline{y}}\cdot)\#^{\underline{\nabla}}n$
$f(J\Gamma \mathrm{S}om\epsilon 1=arrow.\delta\in\{0,1\}$ and $fl\geq 0$ , where $r$ is th $e$ rank of the $fre\epsilon^{1}\mathrm{o}P\circ T(\mathrm{U}7\mathrm{i}_{1}^{-}(\mathit{1}l,I)$ .
the conn $c\subset\cdot \mathrm{r}_{(}\cdot d\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{U}L\mathrm{n}$ over il $\epsilon^{\iota}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}pt_{Y^{i}}.’ et$ is $i\mathrm{k}\backslash ^{\backslash }6\mathrm{I}mcd$ to be the $\mathrm{i}^{\urcorner},r,ADnda\Gamma d$ $n-^{1}.‘,pbpr\mathrm{p}$ ,
$S^{1}\cross S^{n-\iota}\sim$ is $\mathrm{t}hc^{\iota}$ nontrivial (and $\Lambda cI\mathrm{j}\mathrm{c}\cdot\theta$ nonorientable) $S^{n-1}$ -bundle over $S^{1},$ $S^{2}\cross S^{n-2}\vee$
$\dot{L}^{\mathrm{t}^{\backslash }}$, the nontriviad $S^{n-\underline{\cdot)}}$ -bun $dl\mathrm{c}|^{\backslash }\mathrm{o}V\epsilon^{\iota}l\cdot s^{\iota},$ $\Sigma^{r\iota}\dot{\mathrm{A}}\mathrm{S}$ the stanclard $n$ -sphere for $n=5$ , a ci
$\Sigma^{n}=\partial(\triangle\cross D^{\underline{\gamma}})$ for some compact $contr\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C},\cdot tib\mathit{1}e\mathit{3}$-manifold $\triangle$ for $?|,$ $=4$ .
$n=5$
$7$ $1\cong \mathrm{Z}$ Lemma 21
$(3.),(5)$ $7\mathrm{r}_{1}(\mathfrak{y}\nu_{f}^{-})\cong \mathrm{Z}$ Hempel [10, p. 57] Lemma 21(4)
2 2 $\mathfrak{k}\mathrm{t}^{r^{\mathrm{v}}}\int$ prime decom-
position 3 3 1 $S^{1}\cross S^{\underline{y}}$
[19] [15] 2
$0$ Thcoremm 22
. $- il\prime I$ 2 $0$
– 2 $\Lambda I$ $\underline{\nabla}^{4}\# S^{1}\cross S$ ’ $\underline{\backslash ^{\neg}.}4\# s^{\iota}\cross S\sim 3$
( [17] )
$7\Gamma_{1(M}$ ) $\cong \mathrm{Z}$
4
$S^{1}$ $S^{?}$ $S^{\mathit{1}}\cross S^{3}\sim$
Akbulut’s manifold}’’4 $Q^{4}$ Cappell-Shaneson
exotic $\mathrm{R}P^{4}([5])$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{b}_{11}\iota_{1\iota}\mathrm{t}([1],[\overline{(}])$ \mbox{\boldmath $\varphi$} : $\mathrm{R}P^{2}arrow$
$Q^{4*},S^{2}\cross S^{\underline{y}}$ $\pi_{1}(Q^{1}\# S^{2}\cross S^{2}-\mathrm{t}_{\gamma^{\wedge}}(\mathrm{R}P^{2}))\cong \mathrm{Z}$
$\}^{\prime 4}=(Q^{4d}’\ddot{u}S^{\underline{)}}\cross S^{2}-\varphi(\mathrm{R}P\underline{\prime}))\cup S^{\iota}\cross D^{\mathrm{J}}\sim$ normal iIlvdri\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}nt $([5],[1],[\overline{l}])$
$\rho(1^{r}4)\equiv 8$ $(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t})(\iota 16)$ – $Y^{4}$ $s^{\iota_{\cross s^{;}\#}^{\sim}}\cdot s^{2}\cross S^{2}$ topologically
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$.\backslash - \mathrm{e}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}y\mathrm{O}\Gamma\subset\iota i\mathrm{L}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{r}\{,n\mathrm{d}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}$ .‘- ([8])
$\mathrm{Y}^{\prime 4}$ $S^{\downarrow}\cross S:t.’ 4\tau s\underline{\prime}\cross S^{2}$ $\rho(S^{\iota}\cross S:t_{\}t},\downarrow s\vee 2\cross S^{\underline{J}})\equiv 0$
(mod 16) $\}’1$ $s^{\iota_{\cross}^{\sim}}s:\mathrm{I}\#^{s}2\cross s^{\underline{1}}$ smoothly 9-cobordant
$([1],[0rightarrow],[3],[\overline{\prime}])$
4 ( $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$ $3.1$ ) $\nabla^{\prime\downarrow}arrow$ – 4
$S^{4}$ $l\iota-$ $\rho(\Sigma- r_{4}\aleph,s\mathrm{I}\cross S\}\sim\#^{sarrow})\cross S^{\underline{)}})\equiv 0$ $(\mathrm{m}\langle)(_{-}116)$
$\}^{\prime\triangleleft}$ $\Sigma^{1}ls^{\iota_{\tilde{\mathrm{X}}}:}S^{\}_{\sqrt}}|\sqrt s\underline{)}\cross S^{\underline{J}}$
$\}^{\prime.(}$ special $\mathrm{b}^{r\mathrm{t}^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}}$. mmap
into $\mathrm{R}^{:t}$ $\vee\supset$ ( )
Proposition 3 $2.([1\downarrow])$
$L\langle$ $)t$, $\}"-|$ be $t,\mathrm{A}$ ( $\mathcal{A}$ A $\}$) $\iota\iota ll\mathrm{I}t,$ $.\mathrm{b}^{\urcorner}$ manifold. $\mathrm{J}^{7}fie\mathrm{n}$ for $‘\cdot vcr_{u}\gamma I\mathit{1}\mathrm{c}$ )$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\backslash \ell".ri\mathrm{i}t_{\dot{I}}\mathrm{e}(\backslash ,$ $i\mathrm{n}r_{t},‘ 1|j,\cdot crk$ .
$\}^{r}|\mu(_{-}ds\mathrm{f}^{k}\underline{)}\cross S^{\underline{y}})$ is $\mathrm{h}$ommeornorphic $\prime_{\mathrm{c})}.s^{1}\cross S’\#(\#^{k1}\sim\cdot+s^{2}\cross S^{\underline{)}})$ . while $Y^{\prime\dagger}\#(\#^{k}S2\cross S^{\underline{\lambda}})$
cloes not, it($l_{I\mathit{1}\perp i\iota}$ any speciad $\delta \mathrm{t}J\mathrm{c}^{1}n\mathrm{C}^{\lrcorner}ri\mathrm{c}\cdot II\mathit{1}\dot{\zeta}\mathrm{t}\mathit{1}$ ) into $\mathrm{R}^{\backslash }’$ .
Akbulut $\mathrm{r}11\dot{\mathrm{e}}t\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{C}}$) $1\mathrm{d}Y^{\iota}$’ $\mathit{1}4I’1=l^{\prime 4}fs^{2}\tilde{\cross}Sz$
$S^{1}\tilde{\cross}S^{:*}’\wedge\{S^{\underline{y}}\cross S^{\underline{y}}\mathrm{W}S\{\underline{)}\tilde{\mathrm{X}}S^{J}arrow$ ([3])
$\mathrm{A}lI^{4}$ special generic map into $\mathrm{R}^{\mathrm{i}}$
$\iota^{-}\searrow \mathrm{I}^{\cdot}\epsilon^{1}1\mathrm{k}([11])$ (Kr$‘ \mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{k}$
) $\mathrm{A}^{-}$ $\mathrm{K}3$ $s^{\mathrm{I}}\cross\sim S^{:\}}\mathfrak{g}_{K\mathrm{J}(S^{2}}r\cross S\underline{)}$ ) $(r\geq$
{$))$ $s^{1_{\tilde{\mathrm{X}}}}s^{3}l(\Gamma+11)(S^{\sim}z_{\mathrm{x}}s\underline{\prime})$ Kreck
([11]) Proposition 32
$S^{1}\vec{\cross}s\cdot’ \mathrm{a}J^{\sim}1\mathrm{J}r(\prime s^{2}d\cross S^{\underline{J}})(\cdot’\cdot\geq 0)$ special generic map into $\mathrm{R}^{1}$
$S^{1}\cross s-:$ } $\downarrow‘(rrS\underline{)}\cross S^{\underline{)}_{\backslash }}’|(\tau\cdot\geq 0)$ special $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}$ . rnap into $\mathrm{R}\backslash$}
$f\mathrm{t}’$
$.\mathrm{s}\mathrm{I}$ ) $\mathit{1}^{\cdot}(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\backslash ‘\neg^{)}(^{\tau}\mathrm{n}1^{\iota}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}$ ( rnap $’\supset$
$S^{1}\cross S^{:t\mu}\backslash \mathrm{J}^{I’}\iota_{d^{e}}r\cdot(S\underline{J}\cross S^{\underline{J}})(’\cdot\geq())$ -k $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{I}$ ) $(^{\backslash }\langle \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}$ generic map
$7\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}}^{-}\cong \mathrm{Z}$
4 $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\cdot \mathrm{h}_{c}’\iota \mathrm{r}1$( $\mathrm{m}_{\dot{C}}1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{n}’ \mathrm{c}\subset$;manifold $([2\mathrm{t})]$ )
Brieskorn $\}_{1\mathrm{C})\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}(}$ ) $1()\mathrm{g}\mathrm{y}3$-sphcrc $\underline{\nabla}(2,3, :\overline{.)}’)$ ( 3 )
$\prime J\mathrm{T}_{1}\text{ }(^{\underline{\nabla}}(2.3.5))$
$\}_{)}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}.\mathrm{V}(\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}:\dot{C}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{r}j\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}$ group
(order 2) (118 ) $\gamma$
$\backslash ^{\urcorner}arrow(2,3,5)\cross S^{1}$ $\wedge$, ( 3 )
(trivial fraing ) 4 Scharlemann’s




$X^{\mathrm{t}}$ special generic Inap into $\mathrm{R}^{:}$’
$S^{2}\cross S^{2}$ $X^{(\#}S^{2}\cross S^{\underline{)}}$
$S^{1}\cross S^{:}’,42(S^{\underline{J}}\cross S^{\underline{y}})$ ([6]) $-\cdot \mathrm{Y}^{\sim\iota.2}‘ fS\cross S^{2}$
special $\mathrm{g}^{\mathrm{l}}‘ \mathrm{n}(^{1}.\mathrm{z}\cdot \mathrm{i}$ ( map into $R^{:t}$ $X^{4}$ special generic Inap
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into $\mathrm{R}\cdot$} $S^{\mathrm{t}}\cross S^{;;}\# s2\cross S^{\underline{)}}$ exotic $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{d}}$. $\}_{)}\mathrm{k}$
strllctllre
– spun 3-uianifold $\mathrm{s}M^{4}$ (
[21] $)$ Theorem 22 2 1
$.\backslash _{\mathrm{I}^{)\mathrm{t}^{\backslash }}\cdot\cdot \mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}}’(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\iota(^{\}}\mathrm{n}(-\backslash \mathrm{r}\cdot \mathrm{I}\mathrm{u}\dot{\mathrm{C}}\iota \mathrm{p}f$ : $-\mathrm{V}I^{4}arrow$. $\mathrm{R}^{\mathrm{J}}$ $\mathrm{Z}$
$\pi_{1}(\mathrm{A}I^{4})\cong \mathrm{Z}_{p}$
$.\text{ _{ }}$ $P$
$\nu v_{fP,q}^{\vee}\equiv L()-I\cdot llf,D^{:}\}$ special generic maps into $\mathrm{R}^{3}$
$q$
$\mathit{1}V^{4}$ –
$\acute{\iota}\mathrm{P}\dot{c}\iota \mathrm{O}$ manifold $[13])_{\text{ }}$ ( $\nu 7_{\int}^{r}J$ ) special
generic mmap $f$ $:\wedge:\mathrm{t}I^{:\mathrm{t}}arrow \mathrm{R}^{:\}}$ (
)
: $’\supset$ e\supset Scharle-
$\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}’ 1\backslash ’ \mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}_{\dot{c}}\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}()1\mathrm{c}1$
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